
Interactive Exhibit Elements

EXHIBIT SIZE LIMITS
Starting at 5,000 sq ft  

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3

FULL-MOTION ROBOTIC DINOSAURS WITH 
REALISTIC MOVEMENT AND SOUND FX
Albertasaurus
Young Amargasaurus
Carnotaurus
Dilophosaurus
Iguanodon
Pachycephalosaurus (2)
Velociraptor (x2)
Stegasaurus
Triceratops

PANGEA PUZZLE *
Study of tectonic plate movement and the shape of 
continents before modern history

5 FINGER ROBOT EGG INCUBATOR *
Robotic arm used to rotate and turn simulated 
dinosaur eggs

DINOSAUR EGG SCANNER *
Insert a dinosaur egg into the scanner to learn 
about this fascinating pieces of history

INTERACTIVE FOSSIL VIEWING BOXES * (4)
Presentation of simulated dinosaur fossils and 
digging tools accompanied by interactive sound and 
visual demonstrations

DINOSAUR TRACING AND RUBBING 
ART STATIONS *
Use embossed steel plates to rub and trace your 
own very own dinosaur. 

INTERACTIVE 3D TOPOGRAPHY SANDBOX  * 
Simulated topographic lines are projection-mapped 
into an actual sandbox. Control the contours 
yourself.

MECHANICAL DINOSAUR MOVEMENT STUDIES 
*
Push-button demonstrations of how various 
species of dinosaurs moved and functioned in 
their daily lives. 

DINOSAUR GIZZARD *
Interactive demonstration of how the dinosaur 
digestive tract is believed to have functioned. 

MIX N MATCH DINOSAUR ART SPINNER *
Create your own dinosaur by mixing and 
matching various pieces of other dinosaurs.

DINOSAUR DIG * (2)
Use your budding archeology skills to extract 
dinosaur bones from the earth. Be careful not to 
disturb the areas around the bones. 

MIX N MATCH DINOSAUR ART SPINNER *
Create your own dinosaur by mixing and 
matching various pieces of other dinosaurs.

DINO HEAD PHOTO OP *
Find yourself in the jaws of an unfriendly 
dinosaur

TOOLS FROM THE FIELD *
Explore all the instruments needed to find and 
recover dinosaur fossils

DINO OPERATION GAME *
See if you can excavate the TRex fossil before 
you make him roar!

FIELD CAMPAIGN TENT *
Explore the inside of what a ttrue dino explorer’s 
field tent would have looked like. And hear from 
a present day paleontologist

DINOSAUR THROUGH THE AGES*
Can you place your favorite dinosaurs in the 
correct age that they thrived?

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element


